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Abstract—Fractal image Compression is a lossy 

compression technique that has been developed in the 

early 1990s. Fractals can be an effective approach for 

several applications other than image coding and 

transmission: database indexing, texture mapping, and 

even pattern recognition problems such as writer 

authentication. Fractal image compression has received 

much attention from the research community because of 

some desirable properties like resolution independence, 

fast decoding, and very competitive rate-distortion curves. 

Despite the advances made, the long computing times in 

the encoding phase still remain the main drawback of this 

technique. In Fractal image compression we obtained self 

similarity in image. The basic scheme of fractal image 

compression is to partition a given image into non 

overlapping blocks of size rxr, called range blocks and 

form a domain pool containing all of possible overlapped 

blocks of size 2rx2r, called domain blocks associated with 8 

isometries from reflections and rotations.  We have 

proposed a method to reduce the complexity of the image 

coding phase by classifying the blocks according to an 

approximation error measure. It perform range\domain 

comparisons with respect to a preset block, in this instead 

of binary tree we have used B tree. The main application 

of B tree is the organization of huge collection of records 

into a file structure i.e., insertion, deletion and 

modification operation can be carried out perfectly and 

efficiently.  Therefore, it is possible to reduce drastically 

the amount of operations needed to encode each range. For 

partitioning an original image into range blocks we have 

used quadtree partitioning method. 

Keywords- Fractal image compression, classification, 

feature vector, approximation error, quadtree partitioning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
An image is essentially a 2-D signal processed by the human 

visual system. The signals representing images are usually in 

analog form. However, for processing, storage and 

transmission by computer applications, they are converted 

from analog to digital form. A digital image is basically a 2- 

Dimensional array of pixels [1]. Images form application in 

many areas such as remote sensing, biochemical and video 

conferencing. The objective of image compression is to reduce 

irregular and redundancy of an image data in order to be able 

to store and transmit data in an efficient form. The reduction 

in file size allow more images to be stored in a given amount 

of disk or memory space, It also reduces the time required for 

images to be sent over the internet or download from web 

pages. 

There are various methods of compressing images and every 

method has three basic  steps Transformation ,quantization 

and encoding. 

 

A. Fractal Image Compression 

Fractal theories are totally different from the others. M. 

Barnsley introduced the fundamental principle of fractalimage 

compression in 1988 [2]. Fractal image compression is also 

called as fractal image encoding because compressed image is 

represented by contractive transforms and mathematical 

functions required for reconstruction of original image[16]. 

Contractive transform ensures that, the distance between any 

two points on transformed image will be less then the distance 

of same points on the original image [3]. These transforms are 

composed of the union of a number of affline mappings on the 

entire image, known as iterated function system (IFS). 

Fractal image compression is based on contractive affine 

transformation  is of the form: 

 

 

is sufficient to generate interesting transformations called 

affine transformations of theplane. Each can skew, stretch, 

rotate, scale and translate an input image[13]. 

 

1) Contractive Transformations: A transformation w is 

said to be contractive if for any two points P1, P2, the distance 

d(w(P1),w(P2) ) < sd(P1,P2)for some s < 1, where d = 

distance. This formula says the application of a contractive 

map always brings points closer together. 

 

2) TheContractive Mapping Fixed Point Theorem: This 

theorem says something that is intuitively obvious: if a 

transformation is contractive then applied repeatedly starting 

with any initial point, we converge to a unique fixed point. If 

X is a complete metric space and𝑊: 𝑋 → 𝑋 is contractive, then 

W has a unique fixed point 𝑊 . 
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3) Fractal Encoding : Fractal image Compression is a 

lossy compression technique that has been developed in the 

early 1990s. fractal image compression is based on partition a 

given image into non overlapping blocks of size rxr, called 

range blocks and form a domain pool containing all of 

possible overlapped blocks of size 2rx2r, called domain blocks 

associated with 8 isometries from reflections and rotations [4]. 

For each range block, it exhaustively searches, the domain 

pool, for a best-matched domain block with the minimum rms 

error after applying a contractive affine transform to the 

domain block. The problems that occur in fractal encoding are 

the computational demands and the existence of best range-

domain matches [5]. However searching the domain pool is 

highly computationally intensive. For an nxn image, the 

number of range blocks are (nxn/rxr) and the number of 

domain blocks are (n-2r+1) x (n-2r+1). The computation of 

best match between a range block and a domain block is O 

(r2). If r is constant, the computation complexity of entire 

search is O (n4) [15]. 

 

A.E. Jacquin gave first publication on Fractal image 

compression with partitioned IFS (PIFS) in 1990 [6], [7], [8]. 

In Jacquin‟s method the image is partitioned in sub images 

called as „Range blocks‟ and PIFS are applied on sub-images, 

rather than the entire image [17]. Locating the range blocks on 

their respective position in image itself forms the entire image. 

Temporary images used to form range blocks are known as 

domain blocks. 

 

The overall process of fractal image encoding includes four 

levels of decision making the flow is  shown in the Figure 1. 

In any Fractal compression system the first decision is to 

choose the type of image partition for the design of range 

blocks. A wide variety of partitions have been investigated but 

we have used quad tree partitioning[18],[20],[21].Our partition 

method is based on a split/merge approach as introduced by 

Horowitz and Pavlidis in [19]. Domain pool is the second 

level of decision. This choice depends on the type of partition 

scheme used. In third step we form a class of transform 

applied to the domain block and in the final step searching 

most suitable domain block for the formation of particular 

range block. This step of fractal image compression is 

computationally very expensive, because it requires a large 

number of domain range comparisons. The attempts to 

improve encoding speed are addressed as speed-up techniques 

and focused on two areas such as domain classification based 

methods and feature vector based methods. 

 

At present, fractal coding cannot compete with other 

techniques (wavelets, etc.) if compression per se is involved. 

However, most of the interest in fractal coding is due to its 

side applications in fields such as image database indexing [9] 

and face recognition [10]. So, our main aim is to short the 

encoding time, speed-up the coding phase of fractal image 

compression and to reduce the computational cost of 

exhaustive search while still preserving a good image quality, 

we will apply classification method for fractal image 

compression called DRDC based on an approximation error  

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Decision making levels in fractal encoding[14]. 

 

measure. Which will used to  perform range/domain 

comparisons with respect to a preset block, a preset block is 

used as a temporary replacement. 

 

The coding process of DRDC is divided in two phases. In the 

first phase, where the domain codebook is created, all the 

domains are extracted from the image, then each of them is 

compared with the preset block by solving a mean square root 

problem. The preset block/domain approximation error is 

computed and stored in a B tree data structure. The main 

application of B tree is the organization of huge collection of 

records into a file structure. The organization should be in 

such a way that any record in it can be searched very 

efficiently i.e., insertion, deletion and modification operation 

can be carried out perfectly and efficiently.   In this paper, we 

are extending the work of R. Distasi in [11] they have used 

domain tree for insertion, selection and nearest neighbor 

search operation where as we are using B tree for performing 

the same operation because B tree is an efficient  technique, it 

guarantees at least 50% storage utilization and it gives good 

performance as compare to Domain tree as a binary tree. 

 

In the second phase, the ranges have to be encoded; each one 

of them is compared with the preset block, thus obtaining the 

preset block/range approximation error, in the same way as we 

did for domains. Using this data, we find the domains that are 

likely to encode the current range with the best accuracy. This 

criterion is formally justified by the lemma in Section II in 

[11]  which proves that a generic range block is accurately 

coded by domains with equal or similar approximation error. 

In this way, for each range we have to perform a much smaller 

Partition an image using Quad tree  

Partitioning 

Selection of domain pool 

Selection of Transform 

Suitable Domain search 
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number of range/domain comparisons, and the time spent for 

coding is significantly reduced. 

 

The paper is organized as follows:  In Section II, we present 

the DRDC strategy and quadtree partitioning method, while 

Section III illustrates the experimental setup and results.     

Finally, Section IV gives conclusion.  

 

II. PROPOSED APPROACH 
In case of fractal coding, we have to reduce the search time, 

because full exhaustive search is prohibitively costly. Many 

different solutions have been proposed for this problem. For 

instance, modifying the partitioning process or providing new 

classification criteria or heuristic methods for the 

range/domain matching problem. All these approaches can be 

grouped in two classes[12]: 

 Classification methods and  

 Feature vectors.  

 

The fundamental idea of this algorithm consists in deferring 

the comparisons between ranges and domains, utilizing a 

preset block 𝑑 , as a temporary replacement with which ranges 

and domains are compared. 

After computing the preset block as the average block. 

𝑑 =
1

 𝑅 
 𝑟

𝑟∈𝑅

 

 

In the first phase, all domains are compared with 𝑑 , and the 

approximation error is computed and stored in a KD-tree or 

Domain tree, as shown in Figure 2. Domain tree is a binary 

tree, in which every node consists of two references, one to the 

left child and one to the right. Insertion, search and nearest-

neighbor search operations are defined on it. The domain tree 

is structured so that every bit of the feature vector corresponds 

to one tree level, from the most significant in the root to the 

least meaningful one in the leaves. 

 

In the second phase, all ranges to be encoded are compared 

with𝑑  and the approximation error is computed but not stored: 

It is used as a feature vector and serves as the search key for 

locating the best fitting domain for the given range. This is 

illustrated in Figure3. 

To see how it is done, consider a function 𝜓 ∶  ℛ𝑛  ×  ℛ𝑛 →
 ℛ𝑛 , where 𝑛 =   𝑟 =  𝑑 , and𝑑 represents the domain after  

contraction, as defined in[11]. 

 

In this paper,  we have captured the colour image, convert it 

into gray scale image and partition that image using Quadtree 

partitioning method. The basic process of quadtree 

partitioning is shown in Figure 4.  In quadtree the original 

image blocks are split into four different quadrant and the 

concept of threshold is used in which splits a block if the 

maximum value of the block elements minus the minimum 

value of the block elements is greater than THRESHOLD as 

given in Algorithm1. This process is repeated iteratively until 

each block meets the criterion. The result may have blocks of  

several different sizes. THRESHOLD is specified as a value 

between 0 and 1. 

 

 

Figure2.First Phase of DRDC Process 
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Figure3.Second Phase of DRDC Process 

 

 

Figure4.Quad tree partitioning process: (a) Original Block (b) Original block 

partitioned into four different quadrant (c) Division of a block into sub blocks 

(d) Quad tree or decision tree. 

 

 

Algorithm 1: Split(B) 

 

Input: Colour image 𝐼 of any size, THRESHOLD 𝜃,  Block  𝐵 

Output: Quardtree partitioning of original image. 

Original image , 𝜃 =  0,1 ; 
𝐵 = 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝐼) 
Convert I into grayscale image; 

Resizing an image in standard size nxn; 

if(max Bi − min Bi ) > θ) then 

        Split into 𝐵𝑖, i=1,…4; 

for𝑖=1,. . . ,4 do 

𝐵𝑖 =Split(𝐵𝑖) 
end for 

end if 

return Block 𝐵 

 

 

III. EXPERIMENTALSETUP AND RESULTS 
In order to reduce the encoding time, we have tested the first 

module of our  approach on the Lena colour image of size 

225x225 and then converted into the  greyscale image  of 

standard size namely- 512x512. We have partition the original 

image in 16x16, 8x8, and 4x4 pixel blocks using a quadtree 

partitioningwith THRESHOLD value as 0.27. The quad tree 

partitioning of lena image is shown in Figure5. 

Experimentation has been performed using MATLAB 7.9 

development tool on WINDOWS platform. Hardware 

requirement of proposed approach is general minimum 

configuration, Pentium III Processor and 256MB RAM. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have adopted classification method for 

fractal image compression called DRDC. It is based on the  
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5.Lena image using quadtree partitioning method: (a) Original Lena 

image of size 225x225 (b) Gray Scale Lena image of size 512x512 (c) 
Quadtree partitioning of Lena image of size 512x512 with 0.27 Threshold 

value. 

approximation error, which is computed deferring 

range/domain comparisons with respect to a preset block. We 

have implemented the partitioning of an original image using 

Quadtree partitioning. We have taken  coloured input image 

convert it into gray scale image, divides a square image into 

four equal-sized square blocks, and then tests each block with 

respect to threshold value to see if it meets some criterion of 

homogeneity. If a block meets the criterion, it is not divided 

any further otherwise, it is subdivided again into four blocks. 

This process is repeated iteratively     until each block meets 

the criterion. The result may have blocks of  several different 

sizes. 

 

In future work, We will implement a B tree data structure 

instead of  Domain Tree as binary tree, for feature vectors 

management. It will show a significant reduction of the 

number of operations required to generate a good fractal code 

for a given image, and consequently a performance 

improvement of the coding process.  
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